Blood pressure oscillations during tilt testing as a predictive marker of vasovagal syncope.
During head-up tilt (HUT) testing, a period of haemodynamic instability, marked by oscillations in blood pressure, often precedes vasovagal syncope. We hypothesized that the presence of oscillations in blood pressure during HUT testing predicts a positive diagnosis for vasovagal syncope. The haemodynamic profiles of 42 consecutive patients non-responsive to passive HUT and glyceryl trinitrate (GTN) provocation ('non-responders') and, contemporaneously, 41 consecutive patients responsive to passive HUT and GTN provocation ('responders') were assigned oscillation-positive or oscillation-negative depending on the presence or absence of a characteristic oscillation in systolic blood pressure which varied by > or =30 mmHg (peak-to-trough). All the non-responders proceeded to an isoprenaline (Iso) challenge test. Of the 42 non-responders, 27 patients were Iso tilt-positive; all of these patients were assigned oscillation-positive. The other 15 non-responders were Iso tilt-negative; of these 9 were assigned oscillation-positive and 6 were assigned oscillation-negative. Of the 41 responder patients, 33 were assigned oscillation-positive, whereas 8 were assigned oscillation-negative. Overall, the presence of oscillations as a diagnostic predictor for vasovagal syncope had a sensitivity of 88% (positive predictive value of 87%) and a specificity of 40% (negative predictive value of 43%). In patients non-responsive to passive HUT and GTN provocation, the presence of an oscillating systolic blood pressure varying > or =30 mmHg may still indicate a diagnosis of vasovagal syncope, possibly obviating the need for Iso testing.